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The Tractor hayride 

to the staging areas 

you were ropped 

there hasn't been a 

some time let us 

603-520-9096

BALSAM FIRS
Superior aroma with
good needle retention. 

FRASER FIRS
Superior needle retention
with little to no aroma.

 BRUSH— Collected in the field ........................ $3 per armful

Are there fewer 
trees this year?
We still have 75,000 trees growing on our 
farm. Even though we are very near capacity, 
you may notice the proportion of large to 
small trees has had a wide shift over the last 
9 years. This is due to damage caused by 
Tropical Storm Irene in 2011. 

#1 The storm caused the mortality of many 
trees—our best guess is that we lost a 
total of 8,000. The 2011 seedlings were 
hit the hardest,

 many of which would have been ready to 
harvest this year. To account for that 
loss we cut back on wholesale shipments 
over the pursuing years to ensure we 
would not run out of trees for our retail 
customers.

#2 Tropical Storm Irene also curtailed 
wholesale sales back in 2011 and 2012. 
all of a sudden we had thousands of 
mature 7–10+’ trees going unsold at the 
end of each season, continuing to 
“snowball” on top of the next year‘s 
harvest numbers — a massive over 
abundance of trees. Many of you remem-
ber the amazing, unrealistic selection of 
rows upon rows of unending trees—you 
were a bit spoiled :-) We were biting our 
nails (a Christmas tree farmer’s goal is to 
be SOLD OUT by Christmas), but logisti-
cally we couldn’t harvest that many trees 
in one, time-limited season…so it took 6 
years to catch up. You can’t imagine the 
toll it took on us, shearing and main-
taining all those extra trees. 

Anyway here we are today and instead of an 
overwhelming number to choose from we have 
a more NORMAL amount of trees, the way it 
should be. Don’t be deceived, we have THOU-
SANDS of superior trees up to 9’ tall, ready for 
you to choose from, spread out across 5 or 
more separate fields.

STAY SAFE
and HAVE FUN!

Small Shed
Drop Off

by new field

Stage Coach Station,
Fire Tower
and Mine
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172 acres with 
75,000 Christmas trees

on a 435 acre family farm

Cash, checks and Visa/MC accepted
Questions?

Text Mike 603-520-9096    

RETAIL
SHOP

Masks MUST Be Worn
Per Governor Sununu’s State mandate and 
Plymouth’s Town ordinance, we require 
anyone older than 5 to wear a mask, 
especially:
 • Inside the shop when paying
 • Inside the mine and tunnel
 • Outside if you can’t maintain a
    6’ distance from others

What We Have Done
We have made the following modifications 
for this season with your safety and 
convenience in mind.

#1 Better Traffic Flow—We expect 
more people to drive down to the 
fields in their vehicle, so we widened 

the bottleneck on the hill to allow 
for two-way traffic.

#2 A Second Station — For less conges-
tion, we added a second station at the 
bottom of the hill next to the area 
where a majority of this season’s trees 
will be harvested. Look for sleds, 
saws, twine, and additional parking.

#3 More Parking — Just before the 
railroad tracks. We also added a 
pedestrian track crossing to reach 
the mine and tower, allowing for 
better social distancing and less 
hayride walkers congestion.

#4 3X More Indoor Space — More room 
to distance when you pay and and an 
added protective shield at register.

#5 Clear Communication —  Providing 
this map and information at central 
locations to answer your questions. 
Snap a pic of signs to refer back to 
or visit GloveHolow.com for info.

#6 PA System on Tractor — Easier to 
hear answers to your questions and 
learn interesting facts.

#7 Cutting Fields Spread Out —Allows 
for more social distancing. (See #2.)

#8 NO Hot Cocoa — Would require masks 
off inside, so no cocoa this season. 
Your safety in our shop is a top concern.

If you have a request that would
make you feel safer during your visit,

 please let us know.

2020 Season

COVID PROTOCOLS — What we’ve done to keep you safe

ALL CUT-YOUR-OWN TREES
ARE THE SAME PRICE, REGARDLESS OF SIZE.

Prices decrease as the season progresses.
CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR CURRENT PRICING.

PRE-CUT
TREES

Wreaths
& Boughs

GloveHollow.com

The Tractor hayride 
brings folks down 
to the staging areas 
as people arrive. If 
you were ropped 
off by hayride and 
there hasn't been a 
tractor in site for 
some time let us 
know your ready for 
a ride back up...text 
Mike at 
603-520-9096

HAYRIDES
Sorry, no horses 
this year, only 
tractor hayrides. 
 
Park and ride down 
to the staging areas 
upon arrival.

If you are ready for 
your return trip 
and haven’t seen a
tractor in a while,
text Mike at

603-520-9096


